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Abstract

Potassium feldspars from the Takakumayama granite, Kagoshima Prefecture, Japan,

composed of granodiorite and aplitic adamellite, have been studied by chemical and

X-ray powder diffraction methods. Although analyzed potassium feldspars range

from Or74 to Or80 in composition and possess monoclinic symmetry in structure, slight
●

differences in composition and structure between potassium feldspars from the

granodiorite and those from the aplitic adamellite were observed: the major
●

compositional char唱e from the former to the latter depends upon the CaAl - (Na, K)Si

substitution.

Composition of the analyzed potassium feldspars suggests that the crystalliza-

tion temperature of the granodiorite was slightly higher than that of the aplitic

adamellite. Heati血g experiments on the granite in air indicate that potassium

feldspars and plagioclases in bDth of the granodiorite and of the aplitic adamellite begin to
●

change compositionally and/or structural一y at temperatures above　700-C and 800-C,

respectively. Hydrothermal experiments on the granite in the presence of excess water

st唱gest that the crystallization of potassium feldspar took place in a earlier stage

during the formation of the granite than that of quartz at relatively high temperature

and low pressure conditions.

Introduction

The Southwestern Outer Zone-type granitic rocks occur in the southern part of

Kyushu, Japan. In the granitic rocks, there are some intrusive bodies characterized

by zoned mineralogical and chemical variations. Physical and chemical properties of

potassium feldspars from zoned granitic varieties will provide genetical informations
●

during magmatic differentiation of the granitic rocks.

The Takakumayama granite is located in the central part of Osumi Peninsula,

Kagoshima Prefecture, Japan (Fig. 1). The geology of the area, in which the granite

is exposed, has been reported by Ota (1963) and Ota and Kawachi (1965). Miner-

alogical work on the granite has scarcely been carried out, except for a few studies by
●
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1973.
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Shibata β≠ αJ (1966) and Tsusue (1973). Major attention in the present paper will
●                                                                                    ●

be given to chemical and physical properties and to genetical considerations of

potassium feldspars from the granite.

The Takakumayama Granite

The Takakumayama granite (Fig. 1) intrudes the. Takakumayama Formation,

the Late Mesozoic to Paleogene geosynclinal sedimentary complex. It is lithologically

divided into two types of Shinkoji and Sarugajo (Ishihara and Kawachi, 1961;

Kawachi, 1961). Rock of the Shinkoji-type is granodiorite by which the core of thd

granite body is constituted, and that of the SarugaJo-type is aplitic adamellite by
●                                                                                                                                ●

which the margin of the body. The contact between the two types is gradational

across J zone several hundred meters wide. The K-Ar age determination on biotite

(Miller et al., 1962) indicates that the granite was emplaced during Late Miocene

(16 m.y.). All the contacts between the granite body and the adjacent surrounding

metamorphosed sedimentary rocks are extremely sharp.ヽ′

The granodiorite is a light gray colored and coarse- to medium-grained rock with

granular texture. It consists mainly of plagioclase (An22-年n44), quartz, potassium
feldspar, and biotite. The aplitic adamellite is a light-colored and medhm- to

丘ne-grained rock with semiporphyritic texture. It consists of quartz, potassium

feldspar, plagioclase (An14-An18), and a small amount of biotite, garnet, muscovite,

and tourmaline. Dark-colored small inclusions, which are mainly composed of

cordierite, potassium feldspar and quartz, are characteristically found within the

aphtic adamellite. Perthite and myrmekite are commonly found throughout the

granite body.

Modal analyses (Table 1) of the granite show that plagioclase and biotite decrease

in amount from the granodiorite into the aplitic adamellite, whereas potassium

feldspar increases. Chemical analyses (Table 1) show that the content of Al皇03,

Fe皇03+FeO, MgO, CaO, and H20 decreases from the former into the latter, whereas

that of SiO2 and Na30+K笥O increases. The differentiation index (D.I.: Thornton

and Tuttle, 1960), the sura of the normative quartz, orthoclase and albite, increases

from the former into the latter.

Description of Potassium Feldspars

1. Mode of Occurrence

Modal potassium feldspar of the Takakumayama granite tends to increase from the

granodionte of the Shinkoji-type into the aplitic adamellite of the Sarugajo-

●

type (Table 1). Mode of occurrence of potassium feldspar is generally uniform through-

out the speci丘c rock types.
L=

Potassium feldspar occurs in two habits : grains averaging 1 mm in length through-
●

●

out the granite body, and larger ones averaging 5 mm found characteristically within
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Fig. 1. Index and geologic maps of the Takakumayama granite and surrounding region.

Stratigraphic sequence: 1. Alluvial deposits,　2. Pyroclastic　且ow deposits,　3.

0nobaru sandstone and conglomerate and Tarumizu sand and gravel beds, 4　and 5.

Takakumayama granite (4. Shinkoji-type, 5. Sarugajo-type), 6. Takakumayama Forma-

tion.

The geologic map is compiled from Ota (1963), Ota and Kawachi (1965), Ogura (1970),

and Hamada (1970).
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Table 1. Composition of the Takakumayama granite

Shinkoj i-type

TK21　　　TKOl

Gradational zone

TK04　　　　T:KO5

Sarugai o-type

TK07　　　　TKO9

Modal analyses

Quartz

Potassium feldsapr

Plaigoclase
Biotite

Garnet

Muscovite

Tourmaline

Chlorite

Opaque minerals

Total

34. 6

17.

40.

6.
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* Analyses: TKOl and TK09 by J. Ogura (1970) and others by M. Yamamoto.

料 Diだerentiation index of Thornton and Tuttle (1960).
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the aplitic adamellite. In general, it occurs in anhedral to subhedral, irregularly-

shaped grains with commonly Carlsbad or rarely cross-hatch twinning. Minor

amounts of plagioclase and ferromagnesian minerals are sometimes found into
●

potassium feldspar grains as inclusions.

2. Chemical Composition

Potassium feldspars were separated from the 60-100 mesh fraction of仏e crushed

and sized rock material by a combination of magnetic separator and heavy liquid

techniques. A thallium formate solution diluted with dist山ed water was used as the

heavy liquid. No impurities were detected in X-ray powder di触action patterns of the

丘nal potassium feldspar separate.

Chemical analyses and structural formulae of potassium feldspars from the granite

are presented in Table　2. Compositions were determined by a combination pi

Table 2. Composition of potassium feldsaprs from the Takakumayama granite

Type

N｡.∵∴上葺__ト軍ヒ董ヨ墨±

Chemicalanalyses*

Structural formulae**

* Analyst: M. Yamamoto.

** Calculated on the basis of 32 0xygens per formula unit.
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`standard'and 'ion exchange resin and chelate-titration'(Oki et al., 1962) methods.

Structural formulae were calculated on the basis of 32 0xygens per formula unit. The

content of orthoclase, albite, and anorthite indicates the normative values recalculated

to 100 per cent.
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Fig.2.Chemicalvariationsofaluminum(A)andcalcium(B)contentsinanalyzedpotassium

feldsparsasafunctionofdifferentiationindex(D.I.)ofhostrocks.Solid,half-solid.

andopencirclesrepresentpotassiumfeldsparsfromrocksintheShinkoji-type,inthe

gradationalzone,andintheSarugajotype,respectively.

Compositionalvariationsofanalyzedpotassiumfeldsparsaresimilartothose

ofhostrocks.TheOr-contentincreasesslightlyfrompotassiumfeldsparsinthe

granodioriteintothoseintheapliticadamellite,whereastheAn-contentdecreases.

Figure2showsthecontentofaluminumandcalciumoftheanalyzedpotassium

feldsparsasafunctionofdifferentiationindexofthehostrocks.Infigure2,solid,

half-solid,andopencirclesrepresentpotassiumfeldsparsfromrocksintheShinkoji-

type,inthegradationalzone,andintheSarugajo-type,respectively.Itisclearly

observedinFig.2that仙econtentofaluminumandcalciumdecreasesfrompotassium

feldsparsinthegranodioriteintothoseintheapliticadamellite.

3.X-rayPowderDiffractionData

TheanalyzedpotassiumfeldsparswerestudiedbyX-raypowderdi批action

techniques.X-raypatternsaresimilartothoseofperthiticorthoclase,sanidme,or

homogeneousorthoclasepublishedbyWr

｡6｡,and204reflections｡ftheanalyzedp器htandStewart(1968)

assiumfeldsparsarelistと20valuesof201,

dinTable3.The

28valuesweredeterminedbypeaksofCuKαradiation(入-1.54178A)scannedatarate
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Table 3. 20 values of 201, 060, and 204 re且ections of potassium

feldsaprs from the Takakumayama granite*

Type No.　　　201  I　060　　　　204　　　　　Comp. **

Shinkoj i-type TK21

TKOl

21. 06

21. 06

41. 72

41. 67

50. 74

50. 72

Or^Ath

OrcfiAth

Gradational zone TKO4

TKO5
21. 06

21. 02

41. 72

41. 71

50. 74

50. 72

Or85Ab15

OrooAbii

Sarugaj o-type TK07

TKO9
21. 03

21. 02

41.70

41. 70

50. 72

50. 73

Or｡oAb!

OroqAbxi

Ni一丘Itered CuKα radiation (入- 1.54178 A). Silicon external

standard. 1 and 0.3 mm slits. 1/4- 20 per min. scan speed.

** Composition estimated from 20(201) data of alkali-exchanged

orthoclase of Wright and Stewart (1968) and Wright (1968)

51.0

29　204　CuKa,

51.5

Fig. 3. Analyzed potassium feldspars

plotted oチthe 20(060ト20(204)
di;唱ram simpli丘ed from Wright

(1968). Large circles correspond

to those in Fig. 2. Small solid

and open circles represent potas-

sium feldspars a洗er heating of

rocks of the Shinkoji-type and the

Sarugajo-type, respectively.
●

Curve A:　Maximum microclme-

low albite series.

Curve B: Alkali-exchanged

orthoclase.

Curve C: High sanidme-high

albite series.

of 1/40 2β per minute on chart scale of 1/80 2β per cm.

Figure 3 shows relation between the 20 values of 060 and喜04 reflections of the

analyzed potassium feldspars recalculated to CuKαi radiation (入-1.54050 A). In

丘gure 3, large solid, half-solid, and open circles represent potassium feldspars from

rocks in the Shinkoji-type, in the gradational zone, and in the Sarugajo-type,

respectively. Curves A and C represent 'maximum microcline-low albite and

`high sanidine-high albite'solid solution series of Orville (1967), respectively. Curve

B represents alkali-exchanged orthoclase of Wright and Stewart (1968). Plots of the

analyzed potassium feldspars fall within a small area near the orthoclase side of the

curve B. On the other hand, 131 and 131 reflections are unsolved in all the X-ray

powder di触action patterns. Thus, the analyzed potassium feldspars possess

monoclmic symmetry in structure, and are essentially of the orthoclase-low albite
●

variety.
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In table 3, the 20 values of the 201 reflection decrease slightly from potassium

feldspars in the granodiorite into those in the aplitic adamellite. Composition of

potassic phase was estimated from 20 data of 201 reflection of the alkali-exchanged

orthoclase of Wright and Stewart (1968) and Wright (1968). The composition of

potassic phase of the analyzed potassium feldspars ranges from Or85 to Or89, and is

higher as compared to the normative orthoclase content (see Table 2).

Genetical Considerations

The鮎Id and petrological observations of the Takakumayama granite show that
●

●

both of granodiorite of the Shinkoji-type and of aplitic adamellite of the Saruga】0-type

were genetically associated, and the crystallization of the granodiorite took place in a

earlier stage than that of the aplitic adamellite. Distributions of the aplitic adamellite

and th占contact aureoles (Ota and Eawachi, 1965; Ogura et al., 1970) and evidence of

the sharp contacts with the country rocks suggest that the granite was emplaced at a

relatively shallow depth. The amount of hydrous血nerals, the content of water, and

the textures of the granite suggest that the granodiorite was crystallized at a higher

water vapor pressure condition as compared to the aplitic adamellite.

It is clearly observed in Fig. 2 that the content of aluminum and calcium decreases

from potassium feldspars in the granodiorite into those in the aplitic adamelhte. In

general, the aluminum content of feldspars is changeable in substitution of potassium

or sodium for calcium, although it is unchangeable in the substitution of potassium for

sodium. It is considered, therefore, that the compositional change of the analyzed

potassium feldspars depends upon the CaAl-(Na, K)Si substitution.

Ab 50Or50

Fig. 4. Plots of analyzed potassium

feldspars on the anorthite-albite-

orthoclase ternary diagram. Dashed

lines represent subsolidi of alkali

feldspars at indicated temperatures by

Barth (1962). The symbols same as

Fig. 2.

Figure 4 shows composition of the analyzed potassium feldspars in the､ ternary

diagram of anorthite-albite-orthoclase. In figure　4, solid, half-solid, and open

circles represent potassium feldspars from rocks in the Shinkoji-type, in the

gradational zone, and in the Sarugajo-type, respectively. Dashed lines represent
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subsolidi of alkali feldspars at temperatures of 900-C, 700-C, and 500-C determined by

Barth (1962). The subsolidi show that An-rich potassium feldspar crystallizes in

higher temperatures compared to An-poor one. Therefore, the compositional change

of the analyzed potassium feldspars suggests that the crystallization temperature of

the granodiorite was slightly higher than that of the aplitic adamelhte.

1

Table 4. 20 values of 201, 060, and 204 re且ections of potassium feldsaprs

after heating of the Takakumayama granite in air

円Type (No.)　　　Temp.　　201　　060　　　204　　　　Comp.*

* See footnote, table 3.

Heatir唱experiments on the granite were carried out by the ordinary quenchir唱

method from 8000C up to lOOOoC in air. 20 values (CuKa radiation) of 201, 060, and

豆04 reflections of potassium feldspars after heating of the granite are listed in Table 4.

The 20 values of 060 and 204 re月Iections of heated potassium feldspars recalculated

to CuKc*! radiation were plotted in Fig. 3. In figure 3, small solid and open circles

represent heated potassium feldspars from the granodiorite and the aplitic adamellite,

oC

LC'1000
コ
●●-

rq
L

QJ

ど 900
Qj

トー

800

Unheated

Kspar

○

●　　　0

t)

Plag

O

0　●

21.0 21.5 22.0

29 201　CuKq

Fig. 5. Zd values of 201 reflections of coexisting potassium feldspars and plagioclases after

heating of the Takakumayama grAnite as a function of temperature. Solid and open

circles represent coexisting potassium feldspars and plagioclases from rocks in the Shinkoji-
●

type and m the Sarugajo-type, respectively.

Kspar: Potassium feldspars, Plag: Plagioclases.
●
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respectively. The 2β values of heated potassium feldspars don't change largely in

temperatures below lOOOoC as compared to those of the unheated ones. Wright (1968)

has demonstrated that the b and c cell dimensions are related to the 20 values of the

060 and 204 reflections, respectively. Thus, the structural state and the b and c cell

dimensions of the analyzed potassium feldspars were unchangeable during the heating

●

experiments.

On the other hand, the　20　values of喜Ol reflection of the heated potassium

feldspars begin to shift to higher angle at temperature above 7000C as compared to

■

those of the unheated ones (Fig. 5). According to the experimental studies on the

albite-orthoelase solid solution series by Bowen and Tuttle (1950) and on the natural

granite system by Robertson and Wyllie (1971), crystallization temperature of

potassium feldspar indicates the maximum temperature in dry conditions. It is

suggested, therefore, that the analyzed potassium feldspars may have been formed

in temperatures below 800-C during the formation of the granite.

●

Table 5. 2.6 values of 201 reflection of plagioclases after

heating of the Takakumayama granite in air

Type (No.)　　　　Temp.　　　　201

Similarly, 20　values of　201 reflection of plagioclases after the heating of the
●

granite are listed in Table 5. The 2β values of heated plagioclases begin to shift to

lower angle at temperature above 8000C as compared to those of the unheated ones.

It is also suggested that plagioclases may have been crystallized in temperatures
●

below 9000C during the formation of the granite.
●

Finally, hydrothermal experiments on the granite were carried out in the

presence of excess water at 7500C in temperature and 1000 bars in total pressure.

Mineral assemblages in both runs of the granodiorite and the aplitic adamellite are

plagioclase-potassium feldspar-biotite. This fact suggests that the crystallization

of potassium feldspar took place in a earlier stage than that of coexisting quartz at

relatively high temperature and low pressure conditions.

The above-mentioned ･ genetical considerations of potassium feldspars don t

contradict with the丘eld observations, the petrography and the petrochemistry of the

Takakumayama granite.
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